I. INTRODUCTION
Microfabrication processes are used to produce devices with dimensions in the micrometer to millimeter range. Microfabrication processes can be effectively applied to yield a single device or thousands of devices. The so-called batch processing, i.e., the fabrication of many devices in parallel, does not only lead to a tremendous cost reduction, but also enables the production of array structures or large device series with minute fabrication tolerances. Microfabrication processes hence significantly differ from conventional, sequential machining processes, such as drilling or milling with mechanical tools. IC fabrication processes are the most important microfabrication processes [1] - [3] . The success of CMOS technology, which is one of the enabling technologies of the information age, clearly demonstrates the efficiency of microfabrication technologies. Standard processing steps originating from semiconductor technology (see Section II) can be used in combination with dedicated micromachining steps (see Section III) to fabricate three-dimensional (3-D) mechanical structures, which form the basis for the chemical and biosensors reviewed in this paper. A sequence of such microfabrication steps, some of which are adapted from semiconductor fabrication technology, and some of which include dedicated micromachining techniques, is arranged in a process flow. This sequence or process flow has to be detailed and defined (chronology of the steps) for fabricating a specific device. Key advantages of microfabricated chemical and biosensors include small device size and sampling volume, the possibility of batch processing, the optional cointegration of electronics, and the reproducibility of sensor characteristics due to the precise geometric control in the fabrication steps. Microfabrication techniques also can be used to either significantly improve sensor characteristics (with respect to conventionally fabricated devices) or to develop devices with new functionality, which cannot be realized in conventional fabrication technology. Microsensor success stories, such as micromachined pressure sensors and accelerometers, show that microfabrication techniques are especially suitable for high-volume applications in, e.g., automotive industry. In high-volume production, the advantage of batch processing is paramount, and the high development and setup costs amortize.
This review paper is organized as follows. Standard processing steps originating from semiconductor technology are detailed in Section II, dedicated micromachining steps to fabricate 3-D mechanical structures are described in Section III. In Section IV, basic chemical sensor principles are abstracted and corresponding examples for microfabricated chemical and biosensors are given. These exemplary devices 0018-9219/03 $17.00 © 2003 IEEE Fig. 1 . Flow diagram of an IC fabrication process using the four basic microfabrication techniques: deposition, photolithography, etching, and doping. Adapted from [1] .
are either fabricated in available IC fabrication technology with additional microfabrication steps or by using customdesigned nonstandard microfabrication process flows. The advantages and disadvantages of these two different fabrication approaches are discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents monolithic integrated chemical and biological microsensor systems, which include sensing structures and operation circuitry (sensor biasing, signal amplification and conditioning, interfacing) on a single chip.
II. BASIC MICROFABRICATION PROCESSES
The four basic microfabrication techniques for chemical/biosensors are identical with those used in IC fabrication: deposition, patterning, doping and etching. Fig. 1 illustrates how these techniques are combined to build up a device layer by layer. A thin layer, such as an insulating silicon dioxide film, is deposited on a substrate. A light-sensitive photoresist layer is then deposited on top and patterned using photolithography. Finally, the pattern is transferred from the photoresist layer to the silicon dioxide layer by an etching process. After removing the remaining photoresist, the next layer is deposited and structured, and so on. Doping of a semiconductor material by ion implantation can be done directly after photolithography or after patterning an implantation mask (e.g., a patterned (sacrificial) silicon dioxide layer).
In the following, a brief overview on common substrate materials and the four basic microfabrication steps will be given. More details on fundamental microfabrication steps can be found in books on semiconductor processing, e.g. [1] - [3] .
A. Substrate Materials
Silicon is the standard substrate material for IC fabrication and thus the most common substrate material in microfabrication. It is supplied as single crystal wafers with diameters from 100 to 300 mm. The use of silicon substrate material enables the cointegration of transducers and circuitry, an advantage which is explored, e.g., in CMOS-based microsystems [4] . Besides its favorable electrical properties, single crystal silicon also has excellent mechanical properties [5] , which enable the design of micromechanical structures (see Section III). A large number of micromachining techniques have been developed to structure silicon substrates [6] - [10] . Consequently, silicon is also the most common substrate material for microfabricated chemical and biosensors.
Glasses exhibit attractive dielectric and optical properties. A number of micromachining techniques, such as isotropic wet etching or anisotropic dry etching, have been developed to structure glass. Glass is also supplied in wafer form in different compositions (e.g., quartz, fused silica, and borosilicate glass) and diameters. Since glass is transparent for visible light, it is particularly suited for devices with optical detection principles. Single crystal quartz with its hexagonal lattice structure is piezoelectric and is therefore used, e.g., as substrate material for acoustic wave devices [11] . Last but not least, glasses are chemically inert and suitable for high-temperature applications.
Ceramics have been used extensively as substrate for hybrid microelectronics and are common in microelectronics packaging [12] . The standard material is alumina (Al O ); other materials include BeO and AlN. The chemical inertness, biocompatibility, and mechanical stability make ceramics a very interesting material for microsystems. Most microfabrication techniques for ceramic materials have been adapted from microelectronics packaging processes. An example for the use of ceramics in microsensor applications is the wireless ceramic pressure sensor developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology for use in high-temperature applications [13] , which is currently further developed by CardioMEMS for biomedical applications [14] .
Over the last years, polymers have been more and more explored as an inexpensive substrate material. Special processes, such as hot embossing, injection molding, laser machining, or stereolithography, have been developed to structure polymer materials even in the micrometer range. Due to the cost advantage, disposable devices, such as microfluidic arrays or microstructured immuno or DNA assays, are often based on polymers. An example includes the polymer-based LabCard developed by ACLARA BioSciences [15] .
B. Thin-Film Deposition
The two most common thin-film deposition methods in microfabrication are chemical vapor deposition (CVD), performed at low pressure (LPCVD), atmospheric pressure (APCVD) or plasma-enhanced (PECVD), and physical vapor deposition (PVD), such as sputtering and evaporating. Typical CVD and PVD film thicknesses are tens of nanometers up to a few micrometers. Other techniques include electroplating of metal films and spin-or spray-coating of polymeric films such as photoresist. Both processes can yield film thicknesses from less than 1 m to several hundred micrometers.
Dielectric layers, predominantly silicon dioxide and silicon nitride, are used as insulating material, as mask material, and for passivation. Silicon dioxide is either thermally grown on top of a silicon surface (thermal oxide) at high temperatures in an oxidation furnace (900 C to 1200 C), or it is deposited in a CVD system (CVD oxide). CVD oxides can be deposited at temperatures between 300 C and 900 C, with the high temperature deposition usually yielding better film properties. Silicon nitride layers are commonly used for device passivation and are deposited by CVD processes.
Metal layers are used, e.g., for electrical interconnects, as electrode material, for resistive temperature sensors (thermistors), or as mirror surfaces. Metals, which are widely used in the microelectronics industry, such as aluminum, titanium, and tungsten, are routinely deposited by sputtering or by electron-beam evaporation. Depending on the application, a large number of other metals, including gold, palladium, platinum, silver, or alloys, can be deposited with PVD methods. A number of metals and metal compounds, such as Cu, WSi , TiSi , TiN, and W, can be deposited by CVD. Metal CVD processes are less common, but can provide improved step coverage or local deposition of metals [3] . Whereas aluminum has been the standard metallization in IC fabrication for many years, state-of-the-art sub-0.25 m CMOS technologies often feature copper as interconnect material, due to its lower resistivity and higher electromigration resistance as compared to aluminum. An example are IBM's interconnect metallizations based on the so-called damascene process [16] , which employ copper films electroplated in a dielectric mold. After each metallization step, planarization is achieved with a chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) step.
Highly doped polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) is used as gate material for MOSFETs, as electrode and resistor material, for piezoresistive sensing structures, as thermoelectric material, and for thermistors. Polysilicon microstructures released by sacrificial layer etching are also widely used in sensor applications (see Section III). Polysilicon is usually deposited in a LPCVD process using silane (SiH ) as gaseous precursor.
Polymers such as photoresist are commonly deposited by spin-or spray-coating. Similar techniques are used to coat, e.g., chemical sensors with sensitive polymer films [17] . Alternatively, chemical or biological films can be deposited by dispensing or microcontact printing.
C. Patterning
Photolithography is the standard process to transfer a pattern, which has been designed with a computer-assisted design (CAD) program, onto a certain material. The process sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2 . A mask with the desired pattern is created. The mask is a glass plate with a patterned opaque layer (typically chromium) on the surface. Electron-beam lithography is then used to write the mask pattern from the CAD data. In the photolithographic process, a photoresist layer (photostructurable polymer) is spin-coated onto the material to be patterned. Next, the photoresist layer is exposed to UV light through the mask. This step is done in a mask aligner, in which mask and wafer are aligned before the subsequent exposure step is performed. Depending on the mask aligner generation, mask and substrate are brought either in contact or close proximity (contact and proximity printing), or the image of the mask is projected (projection printing) onto the photoresist-coated substrate. Depending on whether positive or negative photoresist was used, the exposed or the unexposed photoresist areas are removed during the resist development process. The remaining photoresist acts as a protective mask during the etching process, which transfers the pattern onto the underlying material. Alternatively, the patterned photoresist can be used as a mask for a subsequent ion implantation. After the etching or ion implantation step, the remaining photoresist is removed, and the next layer can be deposited and patterned.
The so-called liftoff technique is a way to structure a thin-film material, which would be difficult to etch. Here, the thin-film material is deposited on top of the patterned photoresist layer. In order to avoid a continuous film, the thickness of the deposited film must be less than the resist thickness. By removing the underneath photoresist, the thin-film material on top is also removed by "lifting it off," leaving a structured thin film on the substrate.
Thick photostructurable polymer layers, such as SU-8 [18] , can be used as a mold for electroplating metal structures. A thick polymer layer is deposited on top of a metallic seed layer and photostructured. During the subsequent electroplating process, the metal is only deposited in the areas where the seed layer is exposed to the plating solution, i.e., the polymer layer acts as a plating mold.
Recently, microcontact printing or soft lithography [19] has been introduced as an additional method for pattern transfer. A soft polymeric stamp is used to reproduce a desired pattern directly on a substrate. Routinely, feature sizes on the order of 1 m can be achieved with this technique. The polymer stamp, often made from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), is formed by a molding process using a master fabricated with conventional microfabrication techniques. After "inking" the stamp with the material to be printed, the stamp is brought in contact with the substrate material, and the pattern of the stamp is reproduced. Surface properties of the substrate thus can be modified to, e.g., locally promote or prevent molecule adhesion. Soft lithography has been specifically developed for biological applications such as patterning cells or proteins with the help of, e.g., self-assembled monolayers (SAM) [19] .
D. Etching
The two different categories of etching processes include wet etching using liquid chemicals and dry etching using gas-phase chemistry. Both methods can be either isotropic, i.e., provide the same etch rate in all directions, or anisotropic, i.e., provide different etch rates in different directions (see Fig. 3 ). The important criteria for selecting a particular etching process encompass the material etch rate, the selectivity to the material to be etched versus other materials, and the isotropy/anisotropy of the etching process. An overview on various etching chemistries used in microfabrication can be found in [20] .
Wet etching is usually isotropic with the important exception of anisotropic silicon wet etching in, e.g., alkaline solution, such as potassium hydroxide (see Section III). Moreover, wet etching typically provides a better etch selectivity for the material to be etched in comparison to accompanying other materials. An example includes wet etching of silicon dioxide using hydrofluoric-acid-based chemistry. SiO is isotropically etched in diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF:H O) or buffered oxide etch (BOE) (HF:NH F). Typical etch rates for high-quality (thermally grown) silicon dioxide films are 0.1 m/min in BOE.
Dry etching, however, is often anisotropic, resulting in a better pattern transfer, as mask underetching is avoided (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, anisotropic dry etching processes, such as reactive ion etching (RIE), of thin-film materials are very common in the microelectronics industry. In an RIE system, reactive ions are generated in a plasma and are accelerated toward the surface to be etched, thus providing directional etching characteristics. Higher ion energies typically result in more anisotropic etching characteristics, but also lead to reduced etching selectivity. Whereas a large number of dry etching recipes exist, mainly fluorine-or chlorinebased etching chemistry is used [2] , [3] .
E. Doping
Doping is used to modify the electrical conductivity of semiconducting materials such as silicon or gallium arsenide. It is hence the key process step for fabricating semiconductor devices such as diodes and transistors. In the case of silicon, doping with phosphorus or arsenic yields -type silicon, whereas -type silicon results from boron doping. By varying the dopant concentration of -type silicon from to cm , the resistivity at room temperature can be tuned from approximately 40 cm to cm. Doping is also used to realize, e.g., piezoresistive silicon resistors for oscillation detection in resonant chemical sensors [22] . Dopant atoms are introduced by either ion implantation or diffusion from a gaseous, liquid, or solid source. Ion implantation has become the key process to introduce precisely defined quantities of dopants in the microelectronics industry. The substrate material, i.e., a silicon wafer, is bombarded with accelerated ionized dopant atoms in an ion implanter. The result is approximately a Gaussian distribution of the dopant atoms in the substrate wafer with a mean penetration depth controlled by the acceleration voltage. A high-temperature diffusion process can then be used to additionally "drive-in" the dopant until a desired doping profile has been achieved.
III. MICROMACHINING FOR (BIO)CHEMICAL SENSORS
The basic microfabrication processes described previously are often combined with special micromachining steps to produce static and movable (3-D) microstructures, such as cantilevers, bridges, and membranes. Microfabricated devices exhibiting such micromachined structures are often termed microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Especially membrane and cantilever structures are widely used in bio(chemical) sensors. Membranes provide, e.g., the thermal isolation required by thermal chemical sensors [21] , whereas cantilevers can be used as resonant structures for mass-sensitive chemical sensors [22] . In the following, the fundamental micromachining techniques are reviewed. More details on micromachining techniques can be found in dedicated books on microsystem technology [6] - [9] . A recent review on microfabrication in biology and medicine can be found in [10] .
The micromachining techniques are categorized into bulk micromachining [23] and surface micromachining processes [24] (see Fig. 4 ). In the case of bulk micromachining, the microstructure is formed by machining the relatively thick bulk substrate material, whereas in the case of surface micromachining, the microstructure comprises thin-film layers, which are deposited on top of the substrate and selectively removed in a defined sequence to finally arrive at the MEMS structure. 
A. Bulk Micromachining
Bulk micromachining techniques [23] , i.e., etching techniques to machine the (silicon) substrate, can be classified into isotropic and anisotropic techniques (structure geometry), or into wet and dry etching techniques (reactant phase: liquid or gaseous) as can seen in Table 1 .
The most common isotropic wet silicon etchant is HNA, a mixture of hydrofluoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO ), and acetic acid (CH COOH): nitric acid oxidizes the silicon surface, and hydrofluoric acid etches the grown silicon dioxide layer. The acetic acid controls the dissociation of HNO , which provides the oxidation of the silicon. The etch rates and the resulting surface quality strongly depend on the chemical composition [8] . Glass wafers can be isotropically etched with, e.g., diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF:H O).
Anisotropic wet etching of silicon is the most common micromachining technique and is used to release, e.g., membranes and cantilevers for chemical and biosensors. Anisotropic silicon etchants etch single-crystal silicon with different etch rates along different crystal directions. The etch grooves are limited by crystal planes, along which etching proceeds at slowest speed, i.e., the (111) planes of silicon. In case of (100) silicon wafers, the (111) planes are intersecting the wafer surface at an angle of 54.7 , yielding the typical pyramid-shape etch grooves shown in Fig. 5 . Masking materials for anisotropic silicon etchants are silicon dioxide and silicon nitride. It is important to note, that "convex" corners of the etch mask (as shown in Fig. 5 ) are underetched in case of (100) silicon substrates, leading to, e.g., completely underetched cantilever structures. The etch rates in preferentially etched crystal directions such as the 100 and the 110 direction, and the ratio of the etching rates in different crystal directions strongly depends on the exact chemical composition of the etching solution and the process temperature [25] .
The most common anisotropic silicon etching solution is potassium hydroxide, KOH. As an example, a six-molar KOH solution at 95 C provides a 100 etch rate of 150 m/h and an anisotropy between 100 and 111 direction etching of 30-100:1 [26] . Since the etch rate of silicon dioxide in KOH solution is rather high (for thermal oxide, approximately 1 m/h in six-molar KOH solution [8] ), silicon nitride films are often used as etching mask. KOH solution is very stable, yields reproducible etching results, and is relatively inexpensive. KOH is therefore the most common anisotropic wet etching chemical in industrial manufacturing. The disadvantages of KOH include the relatively high SiO -and Al-etch rates, which require a protection of, e.g., IC structures during etching. Etching with KOH is typically performed from the back of the wafer, with the front side protected by a mechanical cover and/or a protective film [26] . Another issue is the detrimental impact of alkali ions on the characteristics of MOSFET structures in the gate region. Investigation of MOSFET characteristics after KOH etching from the back of CMOS wafers, however, did not reveal any etching-related damage [26] .
Alternative silicon etchants are ammonium hydroxide compounds, such as tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), and ethylene diamine/pyrochatechol (EDP) solutions. Some EDP formulations, such as EDP type S, exhibit relatively low Al-and SiO -etch rates, which render them suitable for releasing microstructures on the front side of CMOS wafers [21] . However, EDP solutions age rapidly, are potentially carcinogenic, and are very difficult to dispose of. TMAH solutions exhibit similar etching characteristics as EDP, but are easier to handle. By controlling the pH by, e.g., dissolving silicon in the etching solution, the etch rate for aluminum metallizations can be reduced [23] , rendering TMAH also a candidate etchant for releasing microstructures on the front side of CMOS wafers. More detailed discussions of wet etching of silicon can be found, e.g., in [7] , [8] .
Reliable etch stop techniques are very important for achieving reproducible etching results. As already mentioned, wet anisotropic silicon etchants "stop" etching, i.e., the etch rate is reduced by at least one to two orders of magnitude, as soon as a (111) silicon plane or a silicon dioxide/nitride layer is reached. In addition, the etch rate is greatly reduced in highly boron doped regions (doping concentration cm ). The etching can also be stopped at a p-n junction using a so-called electrochemical etch Fig. 17 . At the bottom of the cavity, the n-well island structure carrying the thermally stabilized capacitive sensor [168] is visible. The n well is suspended by a membrane consisting of the CMOS dielectric layers (the embedded metal interconnects connecting the sensor are clearly visible). Reprinted from [169] with permission.
stop technique (ECE) [6] . This method has been extensively used to release silicon membranes and n-well structures (see Fig. 6 ). ECE relies on the passivation of silicon surfaces when an anodic potential is applied that is sufficiently high with respect to the potential of the etching solution.
Isotropic dry etching of silicon is done with xenon difluoride, XeF . This vapor-phase etching method exhibits excellent etch selectivity with respect to aluminum, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, and photoresist, all of which can be used as etch masks. However, the resulting etched silicon surfaces are quite rough. The XeF silicon etch rates depend on the loading (size of the overall silicon surface exposed to the etchant) with typical values of approximately 1 m/min. XeF etching systems are commercially available from XACTIX [37] .
Anisotropic dry etching of silicon is usually performed by RIE. By controlling the process parameters, such as process gases and process pressure, the etching can be rendered either isotropic or anisotropic. The dry-etching anisotropy originates from experimental parameters such as the direction of ion bombardment, and is therefore independent of the crystal orientation of the substrate material. Most bulk etching of silicon is accomplished using fluorine free radicals with SF as a typical process gas. Adding chlorofluorocarbons results in polymer deposition in parallel with etching, which leads to enhanced anisotropy.
Very high aspect ratio microstructures can be achieved with deep (D)RIE, a method which has gained importance during the last years. Deep RIE systems rely on high-density plasma sources and an alternation of etching and polymer-assisted sidewall protection steps. In a process known as the Bosch process [40] , a mixture of trifluoromethane and argon is used for polymer deposition. Due to the ion bombardment, the polymer deposition on the horizontal surfaces can almost be prevented, while the sidewalls are passivated with a Teflon-like polymer. In the second process step, an SF -based etching chemistry provides silicon etching in the nonpassivated regions, i.e., the horizontal surfaces. Both process steps are alternated, resulting in typical silicon etch rates of 2-3 m/min with an anisotropy on the order of 30 : 1 [23] . Silicon dioxide and photoresist layers can be used as etch masks. Even though an exceptional anisotropy can be achieved, which is independent of the crystal orientation, one should keep in mind that deep RIE systems are by far more expensive than a simple wet-etching setup, and that only one wafer is processed at a time. Commercial etchers of this type are available, e.g., from Surface Technology Systems (STS) [38] and Unaxis Semiconductor [39] .
The characteristics of the most common bulk silicon etchants are summarized in Table 2 . In addition to the described "basic" micromachining processes, a large number of specific silicon-based micromachining processes have been developed. Examples are the RIE-based, CMOS-compatible micromachining process developed at Carnegie Mellon [27] University, Pittsburgh, PA, used to release dielectric and single-crystalline silicon microstructures, or the SCREAM (Single Crystal silicon Reactive Etching And Metallization) process developed at Cornell University Table 2 Characteristics of Common Bulk Silicon Etchants Typical etch rates are given. The individually achievable etch rates highly depend on the process parameters. (Sources of etching rates and selectivities: HNA [5] , KOH [8] , TMAH [29] , [7] , XeF [37], deep RIE [7] , SiNx etch rate in HNA is smaller than SiO etch rate. Ratio of SiO :Si etch rates and SiN :Si etch rates are given instead of numerical etch rate values). [28] , which is used to release single-crystalline silicon microstructures. In addition to silicon micromachining, an increasing number of nonsilicon micromachining processes has been developed. An example is the LIGA process (Lithographie, Galvanoformung, Abformung) [6] , a process sequence consisting of X-ray lithography with synchrotron radiation, electroplating of metals, and molding of plastics to fabricate high-aspect ratio microstructures. The X-ray lithography is used to structure a poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) layer, which is up to several hundred micrometers thick. The PMMA layer is then used as a mold for electroplating the metal microstructures. After removal of the remaining resist, the metal structures can be used as a master in a subsequent plastic molding or hot-embossing process. LIGA technology has been employed to fabricate, e.g., a near-infrared microspectrometer system [6] .
B. Surface Micromachining
The most commonly used surface micromachining process is sacrificial-layer etching [24] . In this process, a microstructure, such as a cantilever beam, is released by removing a sacrificial thin-film material, which was previously deposited underneath the microstructure. As an example, Fig. 7 shows a metal-oxide gas sensor consisting of a free-standing hotplate structure released by removing a 2-m-thick sacrificial polysilicon layer using TMAH [30] . The 120-m by 120-m hotplate structure consists of a sandwich of silicon oxide and silicon nitride films with an embedded polysilicon heater and a polysilicon temperature sensor (thermistor). The metal oxide film is contacted via gold pads, which were deposited after the tin-dioxide gas-sensitive film had been sputtered and sintered.
The release of polysilicon microstructures by removing a sacrificial silicon dioxide film is the most popular surface micromachining technique [24] . Sacrificial aluminum etching (SALE) has been developed to release dielectric microstructures with embedded metal layers [31] . Metallic microstruc- tures can also be released by sacrificial polymer etching. A prominent example fabricated by sacrificial polymer etching is the digital micromirror device (DMD) developed by Texas Instruments [32] .
C. Wafer Bonding
While the majority of microstructures are fabricated from a single substrate or wafer, several wafers can be joined by wafer bonding [33] . Complex (3-D) microstructures, such as valves, pumps, or even microturbines [34] , can be fabricated. The substrates/wafers are bonded onto each other either directly or via an intermediate layer.
Direct bonding techniques include silicon fusion bonding and anodic bonding. Silicon fusion bonding involves two silicon wafers, which are bonded to each other at high temperatures ( 1000 C). Low-temperature ( 400 C) fusion bonding has been demonstrated by implementing special cleaning procedures, but exhibits reduced bonding strength. Anodic bonding of a sodium-rich glass wafer onto a silicon wafer is accomplished by applying an electric field across the bonding interface at moderate bonding temperatures ( 300 C-400 C). Glass materials with a thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of silicon (e.g., Pyrex glass 7740) are used for anodic bonding in order to minimize thermomechanical stress. Anodic bonding and silicon fusion bonding require very clean and smooth wafer surfaces to achieve void-free bonding. The surface quality and roughness is less important if an intermediate layer is used for wafer bonding. Possible intermediate bonding layers include adhesives, low-melting-temperature glasses, solder films, or metallic films such as gold, which is used in gold-silicon eutectic bonding. An example for using wafer bonding to fabricate chemical sensors is the absorption-based optical CO -sensor schematically shown in Fig. 8 [35] . The sensor measures the CO concentration in respiratory gases by analyzing the IR absorption bands at 4.23 m wavelength. The dual-beam IR sensor system consists of an IR source, a CO -filter chip providing a known absorptivity in the reference beam path, and an IR detector. The filter chip (see Fig. 8 ) is composed of three fusion-bonded silicon wafers joined with a Pyrex glass wafer by anodic bonding. The final anodic bonding is performed at a CO -overpressure to fill the filter cavity with CO . The CO -filled cavity acts as an absorption reference [35] during measurements. The ratio between sample and reference detector signal correlates with the probed sample-CO -concentration.
D. Deposition of Chemically/Biologically Sensitive Layers
The set of microfabrication processes used for chemical/biosensors is completed by various deposition techniques for chemically or biologically sensitive layers (see Section IV). Chemically sensitive polymer layers used for the detection of volatile organics in air are deposited by dispensing or spray coating, metal-oxide films for detection of, e.g., carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides are deposited either by a sol/gel process, by drop coating, or by sputtering. Proteins can be patterned onto surfaces by, e.g., microcontact printing of self-assembled monolayers.
E. Process Integration
The various microfabrication processes can be combined in custom-designed process flows to produce desired microstructures. Process flows that combine MEMS fabrication with IC fabrication, often termed integrated MEMS or CMOS-MEMS, are particularly promising: Circuitry can be cointegrated with sensor structures, and established processing facilities for the fabrication of ICs can be used to manufacture at least parts of the microsystem. Examples include CMOS-based microsystems, for the fabrication of which CMOS-compatible microfabrication steps are combined with a conventional CMOS process [4] . Additional microfabrication/micromachining steps can be performed either before (preprocessing), in-between, or after (postprocessing) the regular CMOS process sequence. The complexity of the additional process steps varies depending on the specific sensor structure. Capacitive chemical sensors, e.g., [17] can be completely fabricated within a CMOS process sequence and require only a depostion step of the chemically sensitive layer. CMOS calorimetric sensors [17] require an additional anistropic wet etching step with electrochemical etch-stop technique. The advantages/disadvantages of customized MEMS and integrated MEMS processes are further discussed in Section V.
A simple fabrication sequence of mass-sensitive chemical cantilevers is outlined here and serves as an example for process integration [22] . Basic elements of the microsystem are already generated during a 0.8-m double-metal CMOS process, which is provided by, e.g., austriamicrosystems (Unterpremstaetten, Austria). The source/drain implantation is used on the one hand to form the heating resistors, which excite the cantilever in transverse vibrations, and on the other hand to form the piezoresistors, which detect the cantilever vibrations. To obtain maximum sensitivity, the piezoresistors are located close to the clamped end of the cantilever, i.e., at the location of maximum mechanical stress. The depth of the CMOS n well predefines the cantilever thickness. After completion of the CMOS process, the backside of the wafer is lapped and polished to ensure proper adhesion of the etching mask [see Fig. 9(a) ]. A silicon nitride etching mask is deposited and patterned. A double-side mask aligner is used, which allows for the alignment of the etching mask with regard to structures on the front side of the wafer. Then, n-well membranes are released using anisotropic silicon etching in a KOH solution with an electrochemical etch-stop technique [see Fig. 9(b) ]. To this end, the wafer is mounted in a custom-designed wafer holder, which protects the wafer front with the CMOS circuitry from the etchant and supplies the required ECE etching potential to large contact pads on the wafer surface [36] . From these contact pads, the etching potential is routed to the various n-well and p-substrate contacts on the wafer through a special metal network implemented in the scribe lines between the reticles. The etching process stops either upon reaching a positively biased n well or upon reaching the thermal oxide of the CMOS process. The cantilevers are afterwards released by front-side RIE etching of the dielectric layers and of the n-well membrane surrounding the cantilever [see Fig. 9(c) ]. Finally, the chemically sensitive polymer layer is deposited onto the cantilever.
IV. MICROFABRICATED STRUCTURES FOR CHEMICAL/BIOSENSORS
Chemical sensors usually consist of a sensitive layer or coating and a transducer [41] , [42] . Upon interaction with a chemical species (absorption, chemical reaction, charge transfer, etc.), the physicochemical properties of the coating, such as its mass, volume, optical properties, or resistance, etc. reversibly change. These changes in the sensitive layer are detected by the respective transducer and translated into an electrical signal such as frequency, current, or voltage, which is then read out and subjected to further data treatment and processing.
Various inorganic and organic materials serve as chemically sensitive layers that can be coated onto the different transducers [41] - [43] . Typical inorganic materials include electron-conducting oxides like tin dioxide (SnO ) for monitoring reducing gases such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides. Ion-conducting oxides like zirconium dioxide (ZrO ) are applied to determine oxygen, but also nitrogen oxide and ammonia. Organic layers mostly consisting of conducting or nonconducting polymers such as polysiloxanes, polyurethanes, or polyaniline are used for monitoring hydrocarbons, halogenated compounds, and other kinds of toxic volatile organics [41] - [43] . The different sensitive materials and their operation conditions, such as elevated temperature, impose certain requirements on the transducer design. Specific chemically sensitive materials will hence be mentioned in the context of the corresponding transducer structures in the following sections of this section.
A variety of transducers based on different physical principles have been devised. Following the suggestion of Janata, chemical sensors can be classified into four principal categories according to their transduction principles [42] , [43] : 1) chemomechanical or mass-sensitive sensors (e.g., mass changes upon absorption); 2) thermal sensors (e.g., temperature changes through chemical interaction); 3) optical sensors (e.g., changes of light intensity by absorption); 4) electrochemical sensors (e.g., changes of potential or resistance through charge transfer). We will use the previously described classification scheme to give an overview on microfabricated bio/chemosensor structures in the following sections of this section. We will briefly introduce each of those four sensor categories and detail the respective transducer requirements. We then will present exemplary microstructured transducers with typical sensitive materials and corresponding applications.
A. Chemomechanical or Mass-Sensitive Sensors
Chemomechanical sensors are in the simplest case, e.g., gravimetric sensors responding to the mass of species accumulated in a sensing layer [11] , [44] , [45] . Some of the sensor devices additionally respond to changes in a variety of other mechanical properties of solid or fluid media in contact with their surface such as polymer elastic moduli, liquid density, and viscosity [11] , [44] , [45] , which will not be discussed here. The responsiveness to a variety of mechanical parameters, however, is the reason why "chemomechanical sensors" is a more appropriate term than "mass-sensitive sensors." Any species that can be immobilized on the sensor can, in principle, be sensed. As with most of the chemical sensors, the measurements are taken at a thermodynamic equilibrium state.
Mass changes can be monitored by either deflecting a micromechanical structure due to stress changes or mass-loading (static measurements) or by assessing the frequency changes of a resonating structure or a traveling acoustic wave upon mass loading. Both deflection and resonance frequency change in proportion to stress changes or mass loading on the device.
The most common chemomechanical devices are the thickness shear mode resonator (TSMR) or quartz microbalance (QMB), and the Rayleigh surface acoustic wave (SAW) device, both based on piezoelectric quartz substrates [11] , [44] , [45] . Shear horizontal acoustic plate mode (SH-APM) devices, shear transverse wave (STW), and Love wave devices also require piezoelectric substrates such as quartz, lithium niobate, or lithium tantalate [11] , [44] , [45] . For more details on those devices, see the paper on acoustic-wave chemical microsensors in this issue. In the following, we will describe in more detail two semiconductor-technology-based micromechanical structures for mass-sensitive devices: 1) flexural-plate-wave devices (FPWs) and 2) micromachined cantilevers.
1) Flexural-Plate-Wave or Lamb-Wave Devices:
The chief advantage of FPWs is their high sensitivity to added mass at a low operating frequency (typically 3-10 MHz) [46] . FPW devices feature plates that are only a fraction of an acoustic wavelength thick (typically 2-3 m). The plates are composite structures (see Fig. 10 ) consisting of a silicon nitride layer, an aluminum ground plane, a sputtered zinc oxide piezoelectric layer, all supported by a silicon substrate [11] , [44] - [49] .
The interdigital transducers (IDTs) on these devices generate flexural waves (Lamb waves; see Fig. 10 ) with retrograde elliptical particle motions as in SAW devices. The Lamb waves give rise to a series of plate modes, one of which has a frequency that is much lower than those of the other possible modes. The velocity of this unique wave decreases with decreasing plate thickness. The entire thickness of the plate is set in motion like the ripples in a flag [11] , [44] - [49] . The confinement of acoustic energy in the thin membrane results in a very high mass sensitivity. Since the Lamb wave causes an elliptical particle movement at the transducer surface (see Fig. 10 ), the sensitive films are deformed. The sen- sitive layer can be deposited on either side of the membrane. Deposition on the backside (nonprocessed side of the wafer) has the advantage that on-chip-circuitry will not be exposed to chemicals [46] - [49] . These are the fabrication steps [47] , [48] , [50] : 1) deposition of Al (sputtering) and Si-nitride (LPCVD); 2) bulk micromachining: back-side etching (KOH) to achieve a membrane structure; 3) zinc oxide deposition; 4) IDT processing: Evaporation or sputtering of aluminum or gold; 5) spin or spray coating of polymers, deposition of biological entities. IC process-compatible fabrication sequences for monolithic integration of the Lamb device with electronics are detailed in [48] , [50] .
An alternative to piezoelectric excitation is magnetic FPW actuation based on Lorentz forces: a metal meander-line is patterned on the membrane surface; ac is flowing in the meander transducer and interacts with a static in-plane magnetic field to generate time-varying Lorentz forces, which deform the membrane. Magnetic actuation requires an externally applied magnetic field, but eliminates the need for a piezoelectric layer [51] . Such layers, apart from being difficult to deposit, frequently contain elements such as Zn, etc., that pose contamination problems in IC fabrication [51] .
Typical FPW applications include the detection of different organic volatiles in the gas phase by using polymeric layers [48] - [50] , or the use of an FPW-based immunoassay for the detection of breast cancer antigens [52] .
2) Resonating Cantilevers: A mass-sensitive cantilever usually is a layered structure (see Fig. 9 ) composed of, e.g., silicon, silicon oxide/nitride, and, eventually, metallizations [17] , [22] . The cantilever base is firmly attached to a silicon support (chip). The free-standing cantilever end is coated with a sensitive layer.
There are two fundamentally different operation methods: 1) static mode: measurement of the cantilever deflection upon stress changes or mass loading by means of, e.g., a laser via beam reflection from the cantilever [53] - [58] and 2) dynamic mode: excitation of the cantilever in its fundamental mode and measurement of the change in resonance frequency upon mass loading [17] , [22] , [59] , [60] 
to achieve high operation frequencies. Method 2) is preferable with regard to simplicity of the setup [17] , [22] , [59] , [60] ; method 1) can also be used in liquid media [57] , [59] . The excitation of the cantilever is usually performed by applying piezoelectric materials (ZnO) [61] or by making use of the different thermal expansion coefficients of the cantilever layer materials (bimorph effect) [17] , [22] . The different materials give rise to a cantilever deflection upon heating. Cantilever deflection or resonance frequency changes can be detected by embedding piezoresistors in the cantilever base [17] , [22] , [59] , [60] , or by using optical detection by means of a laser [55] - [58] . The absolute mass resolution of the cantilevers is in the range of a few picograms [17] , [22] , [53] - [58] . This high mass-sensitivity does not necessarily imply an exceptionally high gas sensor sensitivity since the area coated with the sensitive layer (on the order of 100 150 m), i.e., the overall sorption matrix volume, and consequently the achievable mass change, is very small.
These are the fabrication steps (see Fig. 9 ) [22] : 1) bulk micromachining: backside etching (KOH) to achieve a membrane structure; 2) release of the cantilevers by front-side RIE; 3) spray or drop coating of sensitive layers, and deposition of biological entities. CMOS-based cantilevers monolithically integrated with feedback electronics are detailed in [17] , [22] , [59] .
Typical applications include the detection of organic volatiles or humidity in the gas phase by using polymeric layers [17] , [22] , and [53] - [55] , [58] , [60] , or biosensing in liquids such as the hybridization and detection of complementary strands of oligonucleotides (DNA fragments) [57] .
B. Thermal Sensors
Calorimetric or thermal sensors rely on determining the presence or concentration of a chemical by measurement of an enthalpy change produced by the chemical to be detected [41] , [42] , [62] . Any chemical reaction or even absorption/desorption process releases to or absorbs from its surroundings a certain quantity of heat. Reactions liberating heat are termed exothermic; reactions abstracting heat are termed endothermic. This thermal effect shows a transient behavior: continuous liberation/abstraction occurs only as long as the reaction proceeds. However, there will be no heat production and, hence, no measurable signal at thermodynamic equilibrium 0 in contrast to mass-sensitive, optical, or electrochemical sensors. Conflicting constraints are imposed on the design of a thermal sensor: the sensor has to interact with the chemical species, but at the same time the sensing area should be thermally as isolated as possible to enhance sensitivity.
The liberation or abstraction of heat can be conveniently measured as a change in temperature, which then is transduced into an electrical signal. The various types of calori- Fig. 11. (a) Cross section of side-by-side microhotplates composed of a dielectric membrane on an etched silicon wafer, and platinum resistors/heaters. The device on the left has a deposited catalyst making it the active element [65] . (b) Micrograph (SEM) of two meandered polysilicon microbridges [66] . The lower meandered bridge is coated with a thin (approximately 0.1-m) layer of platinum (CVD). In a differential gas sensing mode, the upper, uncoated, filament acts to compensate changes in the ambient temperature, thermal conductivity, and flow rate, while the lower filament, is used to calorimetrically detect combustible gases. Reprinted from [66] with permission. metric sensors differ in the way that the heat evolved is transduced [41] , [42] , [62] .
The catalytic sensor (often denoted "pellistor") employs platinum resistance thermometry [63] - [71] , while the thermoelectric sensor is based on the Seebeck effect [72] - [79] . Both sensor types benefit from micromachined transducers and will be detailed in the following sections.
1) Catalytic Thermal Sensors (Pellistors):
The catalytic thermal sensor measures the heat evolved during the controlled combustion of flammable gaseous compounds in ambient air on the surface of a hot catalyst by means of a resistance thermometer in proximity with the catalyst. This method is therefore calorimetric [64] . The heated catalyst here permits oxidation of the gas at reduced temperatures and at concentrations below the lower explosive limit (LEL). The term "pellistor" originally refers to a device consisting of a small platinum coil embedded in a ceramic bead, which was impregnated with a noble metal catalyst [63] , [64] . The ceramic bead was used since the rate of reaction (and thus the sensor signal) is directly proportional to the active surface area. Fig. 11 shows two different micromachined designs to realize a catalytic calorimetric sensor: 1) a meander structure on a micromachined membrane [65] and 2) a freestanding, Pt-coated polysilicon microfilament (10 m wide, 2 m thick) separated from the substrate by a 2-m air gap [66] , [67] . Heat losses to the silicon frame are minimized in these designs. By passing an electric current through the meander, the membrane/microbridge is heated to a temperature sufficient for the Pt surface to catalytically oxidize the combustible mixture; the heat of oxidation is then measured as a resistance variation in the Pt. The combustion of, e.g., methane generates 800-kJ/mol heat, which translates into a corresponding temperature change.
These are the fabrication steps: 1) bulk micromachining: backside etching (KOH) to achieve a membrane structure [65] , [68] , [69] ; 2) surface micromachining: sacrificial layer etching (HF) for the bridges [66] , [67] ; 3) Pt or catalyst deposition: sputtering [70] , evaporation [68] , [69] , and LPCVD [66] , [67] .
A detailed processing sequence for microbridges is given in [71] . Typical applications include monitoring and detection of flammable gas hazards such as methane [68] , [71] , hydrogen [65] - [68] , propane [65] , or carbon monoxide [65] , [69] in industrial, commercial, and domestic environments at concentrations below the LEL. The LEL is the concentration of gas in air, below which it cannot be ignited.
2) Thermoelectric or Seebeck-Effect-Based Sensors:
This type of sensor relies on the thermoelectric or Seebeck effect [72] . When two different semiconductors or metals are connected at a hot junction and a temperature difference is maintained between this hot junction and a colder point, then an open circuit voltage is developed between the different leads at the cold point. This thermovoltage is proportional to the difference of the Fermi levels of the two materials at the two temperatures and thus proportional to the temperature difference itself [72] . This effect can be used to develop a thermal sensor by placing the hot junction on a thermally isolated structure like a membrane, bridge, etc., and the cold junction on the bulk chip with the thermally highly conducting silicon underneath [17] , [73] , [74] . To achieve a higher thermoelectric voltage, several thermocouples are connected in series to form a thermopile. The membrane structure supporting the hot junctions is covered with a sensitive or chemically active layer liberating or abstracting heat upon interaction with an analyte. The resulting temperature gradient between hot and cold junctions then generates a thermovoltage, which can be measured. Fig. 12 displays the schematic of a CMOS-based thermopile consisting of a dielectric membrane with polysilicon/aluminum thermocouples (Seebeck coefficient: 111 V/K) [17] , [75] . These are the fabrication steps: 1) CMOS IC fabrication process; 2) bulk micromachining: back-side etching (KOH) to achieve a membrane structure [17] , [75] , [76] ; 3) deposition of the sensitive layer by airbrush [17] , [75] , dispensing, spin coating, or enzyme immobilization methods [77] , [78] . Processing sequences for the integration of thermoelectric sensors with circuitry in a CMOS standard process are detailed in [17] , [76] . Typical applications include the detection of different kinds of organic volatiles in the gas phase by using polymeric layers [17] , [75] , [79] , and the biosensing of glucose, urea, and penicillin in the liquid phase by using suitable enzymes [74] , [77] , [78] .
C. Optical Sensors
Optical techniques offer a great deal of selectivity already inherent in the various transduction mechanisms in comparison to other chemical sensing methods. Characteristic properties of the electromagnetic waves such as amplitude, frequency, phase, and/or state of polarization can be used to advantage [80] - [82] . Geometric effects (scattering) can provide additional information. The wavelength of the radiation, e.g., can be tuned to specifically match the energy of a desired resonance or absorption process. In addition, optical sensors like any other chemical sensor can capitalize on all the selectivity effects originating from the use of a sensitive layer. When a sample is irradiated with visible light or electromagnetic waves, the radiation can be absorbed (intensity decrease), scattered (direction randomization, possibly frequency changes), refracted, or reflected (metallic reflection, internal reflection mediated by evanescent waves) at the interface(s), or can produce phosphorescence/fluorescence (absorption-emission process) or chemiluminescence (conversion of chemical energy into light) effects [80] - [82] .
In the following, we will focus exclusively on semiconductor-and microoptoelectromechanical (MOEMS [83] )-based microfabricated transducers. Examples include: 1) a Mach-Zehnder integrated optical device and 2) a micromachined integrated Fabry-Pérot spectrometer. For information on optical sensors and fiber-optical techniques, we recommend reviews [80] , [81] , [84] , and the paper on fiber optic sensors in this issue.
1) Integrated Mach-Zehnder Interferometer:
Integrated optical (IO) sensors make use of guided waves or modes in planar optical waveguides [85] - [87] . The waveguide materials usually include high refractivity silicon dioxide or titanium dioxide and silicon nitride films on oxidized silicon wafer substrates. The guided waves or modes in planar optical waveguides include the transverse electric (TE), or s polarized, surface-normal, and the transverse magnetic (TM), or p polarized, surface-parallel) modes. Changes in the effective refractive index of a guided mode are induced by changes of the refractive index distribution in the immediate vicinity of the waveguide surface, i.e., within the penetration depth (some hundred nanometers) of the evanescent field in the sample [see Fig. 13(a) ], [82] , [85] . The evanescent field decays exponentially with increasing distance from the waveguide surface. Changes in the effective refractive index can be induced by absorption of an adlayer onto the surface of the waveguide from gas or liquid phase [85] - [87] or by interaction of an analyte molecule with a recognition structure immobilized on the waveguide surface [85] .
Mach-Zehnder IO devices [see Fig. 13(b) ] are monomode channel waveguides (TE or TM mode) and allow for a straightforward implementation of an interferometer structure [85] , [88] - [91] . A waveguide is split into an open measurement path and a protected reference path and recombined after some distance. The phase difference introduced by analyte interaction (refractive index change) in the sensing path is detected by interference effects.
These are the fabrication steps: 1) patterning of silicon nitride as waveguide (LPCVD, RIE, lithography) [85] , [88] - [91] ; 2) deposition of an silicon oxide cladding layer (PECVD) [85] , [88] - [91] ; 3) deposition of the chemically sensitive layer or immobilization of biological entities [88] - [91] . Typical applications include the detection of different organic solvents in liquid phase, and biotin/streptavidin-mediated immunosensing involving antibody-antigen binding experiments [85] - [91] .
2) Fabry-Pérot-Based Microspectrometer: A FabryPérot interferometer (FPI) is an optical element consisting of two partially reflecting, low-loss, parallel mirrors separated by a gap [92] - [95] . The optical transmission characteristics through the mirrors consist of a series of sharp resonant transmission peaks occurring when the gap is equal to multiples of half a wavelength of the incident light. These transmission peaks are caused by multiple reflections of the light in the cavity. By using highly reflective mirrors, small changes in the gap (width, absorptivity) can produce large changes in the transmission response. Even though two reflective mirrors are used, transmission through the element at the peak wavelengths approaches unity. The transmission is a function of both the gap spacing and the radiation wavelength. The devices hence can be used as wavelength selector or monochromator by adjusting the gap width to achieve the desired wavelength [92] - [95] . Fig. 14 shows a tunable device with a gap width variable by electrostatic actuation using electrodes on movable micromachined parts [92] . Such devices operate preferably in the near infrared region at wavelengths larger than 1 m, where silicon substrates become transparent [92] - [95] . The silicon surfaces on which the optical coatings are deposited must be equivalent in surface finish to unprocessed silicon (polished wafer), which precludes the use of an etched silicon surface. Therefore a three-wafer solution was chosen [92] with a fusion-bonded sacrificial wafer, which is first etched to the desired gap thickness. Then, the sacrificial wafer is patterned and etched again to form the depressions, which set the gap between the control electrodes, and in a final step it is etched all the way through until the oxide of the bonded wafer is reached. The oxide-protected surface of the bonded wafer is acceptably flat and smooth enough to support optical quality coatings [92] .
These are the fabrication steps [92] : 1) wafer fusion bonding; 2) etching sequence to achieve the movable mesa; 3) etching sequence to achieve the gap and control electrode spacing; 4) deposition of multilayer dielectric mirror layers, and control electrodes. Surface micromachining [94] , [96] can also be used to achieve the FPI cavities. A complete fabrication sequence for a monolithic CMOS visible light (VIS) spectrometer with Fabry-Pérot etalons realized with different thicknesses of PECVD silicon oxide is given in [95] .
Typical applications include gas sensors to monitor carbon monoxide (characteristic absorption wavelength: 4.7 m), carbon dioxide (4.2 m), and hydrocarbons (3.3 m) [93] - [97] . The radiation source in most cases is a light bulb or light-emitting diode (LED).
D. Electrochemical Sensors
Electrochemical sensors constitute the largest and oldest group of chemical sensors. Many of them are commercially available. Electrochemical sensors make use of electrochemical or charge-transfer reactions. Electrochemistry includes charge transfer from an electrode to a solid or liquid sample phase or vice versa. Chemical changes take place at the electrodes or in the probed sample volume, and the resulting charge or current is measured. Electrode reactions and charge transport in the sample are both subject to changes by chemical processes and hence are at the base of electrochemical sensing mechanisms [41] - [43] .
An electrochemical sensor is always composed of at least two electrodes with two electrical connections: one through the probed sample, the other via transducer and measuring equipment. The charge transport in the sample can be ionic, electronic, or mixed, while that in the transducer branch is always electronic [41] - [43] .
Electrochemical sensors are usually classified according to their electro-analytical principles [42] , [43] . Voltammetric sensors are based on the measurement of the current-voltage relationship. A potential is applied to the sensor, and a current proportional to the concentration of the electroactive species of interest is measured (amperometry is a special case of voltammetry, where the potential is kept constant). Potentiometric sensors are based on the measurement of the potential at an electrode at equilibrium state, i.e., no current is allowed to flow during the measurement. The measured potential is proportional to the logarithm of the concentration of the electro-active species. Conductometric sensors are based on the measurement of a conductance by applying an ac potential with a small amplitude to a pair of electrodes in order to prevent polarization. The presence of charge carriers determines the sample conductance.
Another method of classification is according to electronic components [41] - [43] . There are chemoresistors, chemocapacitors, and chemotransistors. We will use the component classification scheme here and present one example of a microfabricated chemoresistor and a chemotransistor. An integrated capacitor system will be presented in the following section. Again, we will restrict the discussion to microfabricated semiconductor-based systems and omit a wealth of literature on other sensor designs.
1) Chemoresistors (Conductometry):
Chemoresistors rely on changes in the electric conductivity of a film or bulk material upon interaction with an analyte. Chemoresistors are usually arranged in a metal electrode 1/sensitive layer/metal electrode 2 configuration [42] , [43] . The resistivity/conductance measurement is done either via a Wheatstone bridge arrangement or by recording the current at an applied voltage in a dc mode or in a low-amplitude, low-frequency ac mode to avoid electrode polarization. The contact resistance should be much lower than the sample resistance and should be minimized, so that the bulk contribution dominates the measured overall conductance.
There are two major classes of chemoresistors: 1) high-temperature chemoresistors (200 C-600 C) with semiconductor metal oxide coatings and 2) low-temperature chemoresistors (room temperature) with polymeric and organic sensitive coatings. We will focus on the technologically more challenging high-temperature sensors and only briefly mention the other type with the applications.
The sensitive materials used with high-temperature chemoresistors include wide-bandgap semiconducting oxides such as tin dioxide, gallium oxide, indium oxide, or zinc oxide, all of which can only be operated as sensing materials at high temperature ( 200 C) [42] , [43] , [98] , [99] . In general, gaseous electron donors (hydrogen) or acceptors (nitrogen oxide) adsorb on the metal oxides and form surface states, which, only at high temperature, can exchange electrons with the semiconductor. An acceptor molecule will extract electrons from the semiconductor and The suspended plate exhibits a polysilicon heater, an aluminum plane for homogenous heat distribution and aluminum electrodes for measuring the resistance of a semiconductor metal oxide. Reprinted from [103] and [104] with permission.
thus decrease its conductivity. The opposite holds true for an electron-donating surface state. A space charge layer will thus be formed. By changing the surface concentration of donors/acceptors, the conductivity of the space charge region is modulated [42] , [43] , [98] - [102] . The reaction between gases and oxide surface depends on the sensor temperature, the gas involved, and the sensor material [42] , [43] , [98] - [102] .
Consequently, the device requirements for a microfabricated high-temperature chemoresistor include a thermally well isolated stage such as a suspended membrane, which allows for keeping the sensing materials at high temperature without heating the bulk chip (power consumption), an integrated heater, electrodes, and a temperature sensor [103] - [107] . An example is given in Fig. 15 [104] .
Semiconductor metal oxide sensors usually are not very selective, but respond to almost any analyte (carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, hydrogen, hydrocarbons). One method to modify the selectivity pattern includes surface doping of the metal oxide with catalytic metals such as platinum, palladium, gold, and iridium [98] , [99] , [102] .
Since microhotplates have a very low thermal mass, they allow for applying temperature-programmed operation modes, which enhance the gas detection capability [108] .
These are the fabrication steps: 1) deposition/patterning of metal electrodes using liftoff and evaporation, or sputtering [103] , [106] , [109] ; 2) backside (KOH) [105] - [110] , or front-side (RIE, EDP) [103] etching for membrane formation; 3) deposition of metal oxide materials by LPCVD, sol-gel process, sputtering, and screen printing [103] - [110] ; 4) sintering of the metal oxides (annealing) at elevated temperatures [103] - [109] . The fabrication of hotplates on CMOS substrates is described in [103] and [104] . Concepts of silicon-on-insulator (SOI)-based hotplate structures are reported on in [111] . Complete hotplate processing sequences are detailed in [105] .
Typical applications include the detection of inorganic gases such as hydrogen [103] , oxygen [103] , nitrogen oxide [108] , [106] , carbon monoxide [108] , [105] , and a variety of organic volatiles [42] , [43] , [98] , [109] , [112] using predominantly tin dioxide as sensitive layer.
Several classes of predominantly organic materials are used for application with chemoresistors at room temperature (electrode spacing typically 5 to 100 m, applied voltage 1-5 V). Conducting polymers such as polypyrroles, polyaniline, and polythiophene are used to monitor a variety of polar organic volatiles like ethanol, methanol, and components of aromas [113] - [116] . Conducting carbon black is dispersed in nonconducting polymers so that if the polymer absorbs vapor molecules and swells, the particles are, on average, further apart, and the conductivity of the film is reduced (conductivity by particle-to-particle charge percolation) [117] . Applications also include organic solvents such as hydrocarbons, chlorinated compounds, and alcohols [118] - [120] .
2) Chemotransistors (Potentiometry): The most important potentiometric sensors are based on the field-effect transistor (FET). Both FET-based chemical microsensors presented here do not require micromachining but only the patterning of metal films, oxide materials, or polymers in the transistor gate area (few m ). We include them anyway in this overview, since they are among the most intensively investigated devices since 1970 [121] , and are produced using IC microfabrication technology such as CMOS [41] - [43] .
Field-effect-based transistors on modern IC logic chips rely on modulation of the charge carrier density in the semiconductor surface space-charge region through an electric field perpendicular to the device surface: The source-drain current is controlled by an isolated gate electrode.
The metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) as used for chemical gas sensing has a p-type silicon substrate (bulk) with two n-type diffusion regions (source and drain). The structure is covered with a silicon dioxide insulating layer, on top of which a noble metal gate electrode (instead of the polysilicon gate of the IC transistors) is deposited [122] - [124] .
When a positive voltage (with respect to the silicon) is applied to the gate electrode, electrons, which are the minority carriers in the substrate, are attracted to the surface of the semiconductor. Consequently, a conducting channel is created between source and drain near the silicon dioxide interface. The conductivity of this channel can be modulated by adjusting the strength of the electrical field between the gate electrode and the silicon, perpendicular to the substrate surface [122] - [124] . Palladium (Pd) gate FET structures were demonstrated to function as hydrogen sensors by Lundström [122] . Hydrogen molecules readily absorb on the gate metal (platinum, iridium, palladium) and dissociate into hydrogen atoms. These H-atoms can diffuse rapidly through the Pd and absorb at the metal/silicon oxide interface partly on the metal, partly on the oxide side of the interface [123] , [124] . Due to the absorbed species and the resulting polarization phenomena at the interface, the drain current is altered and the threshold voltage is shifted. The voltage shift is proportional to the concentration or coverage of hydrogen at the oxide/metal interface [122] - [124] . Sensitivity and se- lectivity patterns of gas-sensitive FET devices hence depend on the type and thickness of the catalytic metal, the chemical reactions at the metal surface, and the device operation temperature [41] - [43] , [122] - [124] .
FET sensor applications also include the detection of ammonia [125] , [126] , amines, and any kind of molecule that gives rise to polarization in a thin metal film (hydrogen sulfide, ethene, etc.) or causes charges/dipoles on the insulator surface [122] - [124] .
In the case of the ion-selective field-effect transistor (ISFET), the gate metal electrode of the MOSFET is replaced by an electrolyte solution which is contacted by the reference electrode: The gate oxide is directly exposed to an aqueous electrolyte solution (see Fig. 16 ) [121] . An external reference electrode is required for a stable operation of an ISFET [41] - [43] , [127] - [129] . The source-drain current is influenced by the potential at the oxide/aqueous solution interface. ISFET amplifiers with feedback keep the source-drain current constant by compensating solution-induced changes in the gate oxide potential by modulation of the gate voltage, , applied to the reference electrode. The gate-source potential is then determined by the surface potential at the insulator/electrolyte interface. Mechanistic studies of the processes occurring at the solution/gate oxide interface (site binding model [130] ) and the oxide semiconductor interface can be found in the literature [41] - [43] , [129] - [131] . The insulator/solution interface is assumed to represent in most cases a polarizable interface, i.e., there will be charge accumulation across the structure but no net charge passing through.
Classic ISFET applications include pH-sensing (acidity or basicity) with an exposed-gate-oxide FET [121] . The surface of the gate oxide contains OH-functionalities, which can be protonated and deprotonated; thus, when the gate oxide contacts an aqueous solution, a change of pH will change the silicon oxide surface potential [132] , [133] . Typical pH-sensitivities measured with silicon oxide ISFETs are 37-40 mV/pH unit [133] . Gate materials such as silicon nitride [134] , [135] , oxynitride [136] , or alumina [137] have better properties than silicon oxide with regard to pH-response, hysteresis and drift. In practice, these layers are deposited on top of the silicon oxide by means of CVD.
ISFETs can also be covered with organic ion-selective membranes like polyurethane, silicone rubber, polystyrene, and polyacrylates containing ionophores to detect potassium [138], [139] , sodium [140] , and silver ions [141] . Such devices are termed "chemical FETs" or CHEMFETs.
These are the MOSFET and ISFET fabrication steps: 1) deposition/patterning of metal electrodes by evaporation, sputtering, liftoff, for MOSFETs [122] - [126] ; 2) deposition of additional metal oxides/nitrides by LPCVD (alumina, silicon nitride) for ISFETs [134] - [137] ; 3) optional membrane formation by anisotropic etching for temperature stabilization [142] ; 4) deposition of electroactive polymers, membrane materials, and hydrogels by spin-casting, spraying, screen printing for CHEMFETs [138] - [143] . The fabrication of field-effect-based electrochemical sensors integrated with CMOS circuitry is described in [134] , [136] , and [144] .
V. CUSTOM-DESIGNED SENSORS AND SENSOR FABRICATION PROCESSES VERSUS IC-TECHNOLOGY-BASED APPROACHES
Key features of sensors in consumer-product applications include low costs, low power consumption, small size, on-chip calibration possibility and device robustness. This typically requires a large amount of control and signal processing functions to be integrated together with the sensor elements. In some cases, auxiliary sensors such as temperature sensors are needed to deal with cross sensitivities of the sensing device. Since the first papers on micromachined sensors appeared in the 1970s, the question whether it is more advantageous to use monolithic systems combining CMOS circuitry and sensor structure on the same chip (CMOS-MEMS) or to use hybrid designs with optimized sensor processes and external electronics has been intensely discussed. Table 3 gives an overview on the technological options for hybrid and monolithic designs. For hybrid designs, most of the micromachining techniques described in Sections II and III are available through inexpensive multiproject-wafer (MPW) prototyping services. However, only a limited selection of MEMS techniques is available for monolithic designs. For fabless design-houses, which rely on MPW services for prototyping, this selection is further reduced to a small number of pre-CMOS and post-CMOS micromachining options. The commercially available products on the market provide no clear answer, which approach offers more competitive advantages: while the products of Infineon [155] , and Motorola [156] are based on monolithic integration, the sensor systems offered by SensoNor [157] [161] offer monolithic and hybrid products. A trend toward monolithic solutions can be identified with regard to larger production volumes and more severe cost restrictments.
For chemical sensor arrays, a monolithic solution offers several advantages despite the high initial costs and the restrictions in the choice of the micromachining technique.
1) The full performance of capacitive, resonant, and calorimetric sensors is only exploited in monolithic implementations [162] , [163] because, e.g., the influence of parasitic capacitances and crosstalk-effects can be significantly reduced.
2) The number of electrical connections prominently contributes to the overall system costs. The monolithic implementation of a single-chip gas sensor (see Section VI-C) with three micromachined sensors requires only seven connections (three for supply voltages, one for a clock signal, one for reset, and two for the serial interface). Up to 16 chips can be connected without adding any additional communication lines by implementation of a digital bus interface. A hybrid approach would require at least 30 pads for the three sensors and a total of 480 connections, if 16 sensors of each type would be combined. 3) Hybrid implementations require complex packages to reduce sensor interference, to minimize electric crosstalk, and to optimize the critical connections. This further complicates the already difficult task of chemical sensor packaging. 4) The use of a standardized digital bus interface makes the system more scalable, because an additional sensor chip can be added without changing the system architecture or the packaging scheme. 5) The typical development time until full commercialization of hybrid micromachined sensors is more than 20 years (first concept to off-the-shelf product). A large part of this time is consumed by establishing a dedicated and reliable fabrication technology. The production equipment and cleanrooms require large investments. CMOS-MEMS technology relies on established and qualified industrial CMOS technology to fabricate the read-out circuitry and the basic sensor structures. The technology development is reduced to a few postprocessing steps that are characteristic for the sensor. This reduces development time and enables the business model of fabless MEMS companies. 6) The response time of, e.g., a gas sensor is in most cases determined by the volume of the measurement chamber and the flow rate (other relevant processes include also, e.g., diffusion or dissociation). Using the monolithic approach and a suitable packaging technique (e.g., flip-chip packaging), the volume of the measurement chamber can be kept very small. 7) Auxiliary sensors such as temperature or flow sensors, which are often needed with chemical sensors, can be cointegrated. Calibration and self-test features also can be realized on-chip.
The main disadvantage of a monolithic CMOS-MEMS solution is the restriction to CMOS-compatible materials and micromachining processes. For post-CMOS micromachining, processing steps requiring, e.g., high temperatures Both capacitors can be placed on membranes by anisotropic silicon etching (electrochemical etch-stop) [168] .
( 400 C) cannot be used, because the aluminum metallization is destroyed, and the transistor parameters are altered due to changes in the thermal budget of the CMOS process.
VI. INTEGRATED MICROSENSOR SYSTEMS
After the discussion on custom-designed sensors versus IC-technology-based fabrication approaches in the previous section, we will now present case studies of monolithically integrated chemical sensor systems in this section. Microelectronics and micromechanics (MEMS-structures) have been realized on a single chip allowing for electronic on-chip control and monitoring of the mechanical functions as well as for data preprocessing such as signal amplification, signal conditioning, and data reduction. Additional system features include A/D and D/A conversion and the implementation of standard interfaces on the sensor system chip.
A. Integrated Capacitive Sensor System
Chemocapacitors (dielectrometers) rely on changes in the dielectric properties of a sensing material upon analyte exposure. Interdigitated electrode structures are predominantly used [164] - [166] . The capacitances usually are measured at frequencies between a few kHz and a few MHz.
The interdigitated capacitors described here [17] , [167] , [168] exhibit an electrode width and spacing of 1.6 m. The total footprint of a capacitor is 800 800 m . Since the nominal capacitance of such a microstructure is on the order of 1 pF (parasitic capacitances of approximately 10 pF), and since the expected capacitance changes (sensor signals) are in the range of some attoFarads, an integrated solution with on-chip circuitry is required. It is almost impossible to transfer such minute analog signals via bond wires and cables to external desktop instruments. The integrated solution includes two capacitors, a polymer-coated sensing capacitor, and a silicon-nitride-passivated reference capacitor in a switched-capacitor scheme (see Fig. 17 ) [168] . The sensor response is read out as a differential signal between the polymer-coated sensing and a passivated reference capacitor. The integrator is the first stage of a 1-b second-order modulator. For static measurements, a simple 20-b counter is cointegrated on-chip to decimate the digital bitstream at the output of the modulator. For dynamic measurements, the bitstream is decimated using an external digital filter (third-order comb-filter FIR-filter). The detailed implementation of the modulator can be found in [171] . A micrograph of a capacitive chemical microsystem chip is shown in Fig. 17 .
Two effects change the capacitance of a polymeric sensitive layer upon absorption of an analyte: 1) swelling and 2) change of the dielectric constant due to incorporation of the analyte molecules into the polymer matrix [167] . The capacitance change of a polymer layer with a thickness of approximately half the periodicity of the electrodes is determined by the ratio of the dielectric constants of analyte and polymer. If the dielectric constant of the polymer is lower than that of the analyte, the capacitance will be increased. Conversely, if the polymer dielectric constant is larger, the capacitance will be decreased (see Fig. 18 ). These effects have been further discussed and supported by simulations in [170] .
Sensor signals obtained with a 4.3-m-thick polymer layer [poly(etherurethane)] are shown in Fig. 18 . The ratio of the dielectric constants of polymer (2.9) and analytes (toluene: 2.4, ethanol: 24.5) controls the signs of the signals. The capacitance changes are recorded as frequency changes as a consequence of the on-chip circuitry (switched capacitors, conversion); for details, see [17] , [167] , and [168] . For conducting measurements at defined temperatures, sensor and reference capacitors can be placed on thermally isolated membrane structures (membranes) [168] .
These are the fabrication steps:
1) unaltered 15-mask commercial CMOS process provided by austriamicrosystems, Unterpremstätten, Austria; 2) optional anisotropic silicon etching, membrane formation for temperature stabilization [168] ; 3) polymer coating of the sensing capacitor using an airbrush method.
The fabrication of capacitors integrated with CMOS circuitry components is described in [17] , [165] , [167] , [168] , [172] , and [173] .
Typical applications include humidity sensing with polyimide films [165] , [166] , [172] , [173] , since water has a high dielectric constant of 78.5 (liquid state) at 298 K leading to large capacitance changes. CMOS-based integrated capacitive humidity sensors are commercially available from, e.g., Sensirion AG, Switzerland [174] . More recent applications also include the detection of organic volatiles in the gas phase using polymeric layers [17] , [165] , [167] , [168] , and the detection of nitrogen oxide [175] , or carbon dioxide [176] , [177] using ceramic materials.
B. CMOS Integrated Voltammetric/Amperometric Sensor
Two different electrode configurations are commonly used for voltammetric/amperometric measurements. The two-electrode configuration [41] - [43] consists of a reference electrode (RE) and a working electrode (WE). The disadvantage of this method is that the RE carries current and may become polarized if it is less than 100 times the size of the WE. Material consumption due to the current in the RE is another problem. A better approach is hence the use of a three-electrode-system [41] - [43] in a potentiostatic configuration. An additional auxiliary electrode (AE, sometimes denoted counterelectrode CE) is introduced for current injection in the analyte [42] , [178] . The reference electrode is now a true RE with a well-defined potential, since no current is flowing through the RE. The potentiostat controls the current at the auxiliary electrode as a function of the applied potential. This is realized in practice with an operational amplifier [178] .
The measured current at any given potential difference depends on the material properties, the composition and geometry of the electrodes, the concentration of the electroactive species (presumably the target analyte) and the mass transport mechanisms in the analyte phase [41] - [43] , [178] . Among those are migration, the movement of charged particles in an electric field; convection, the movement of material by forced means like stirring or from density or temperature gradients; and diffusion, the movement of material from high-concentration regions to low-concentration regions. The electrochemical reactions at the electrodes are normally fast in comparison to the transport and supply mechanisms. Since convection in the electrode vicinity is avoided, and migration is suppressed by, e.g., a large excess of electroinactive salts (at the respective potential), diffusion is normally regarded to be the dominant mechanism. There are two components to the measured current, a capacitive component resulting from redistribution of charged and polar particles in the electrode vicinity and a component resulting from the electron exchange between the electrode and the redox species (analyte) termed Faradaic current [41] - [43] , [178] . The Faradaic component is the important measurand and is, in the case of diffusion-limited conditions, directly and linearly proportional to the target analyte concentration [178] .
A picture and a schematic of the CMOS-based three-electrode voltammetric/amperometric sensor is shown in Fig. 19 [179] . The monolithic device includes the electrochemical sensor, a temperature sensor, and interface circuitry. The [178] - [181] . The reference electrodes in liquid phase are in most cases silver/silver chloride elements.
Typical applications include chemical analysis in gas or liquid phase. Typical target analytes in the gas phase include oxygen [181] - [183] , and carbon dioxide using liquid electrolytes [180] . Target analytes in liquid phase comprise dissolved oxygen [179] , [184] ; glucose [179] , [185] , [186] ; or hydrogen peroxide [180] , [187] . If the target analyte is not an electroactive species like the glucose molecules monitored with the integrated system here, polymer electrolytes or enzymes (glucose oxidase) producing analyte-related ionic species are used in the sensitive electrode coatings.
C. CMOS Monolithically Integrated Multisensor System
The third case study is a CMOS single-chip chemical microsensor system, which combines three different transducers, a mass-sensitive cantilever, a capacitive sensor, and a calorimetric sensor, all of which rely on polymeric coatings Fig. 20 . Micrograph of the gas microsensor system chip (size: 7 by 7 mm) [188] . The different components include: 1) flip-chip frame; 2) reference capacitor; 3) sensing capacitor; 4) calorimetric sensor and reference; 5) temperature sensor; 6) mass-sensitive resonant cantilever; and 7) digital interface.
as sensitive layers to detect airborne volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [188] , [189] . The three transducers respond to fundamentally different analyte molecule properties. One of them responds to the mass of sorbed molecules, another responds to the heat of absorption, and the third responds to the dielectric properties of the absorbates. The monolithic system such simultaneously provides three different ("orthogonal") sensor responses, which are used to classify or quantify analytes in the gas phase [188] , [189] .
The capacitive sensor has already been described in the preceding section and again is integrated with a fully differential second-order Sigma-Delta-modulator circuitry and a counter to decimate the output bit stream [167] , [168] .
The second type of transducer is a micromachined cantilever, the operation principle of which has also been described previously in the context of mass-sensitive chemical sensors [17] , [22] , [53] - [55] . The 150-m-long cantilever consists of mainly silicon as well as CVD-deposited and thermal oxide. The different thermal expansion coefficients of the silicon and the oxide (bimorph effect) are used to initiate a cantilever vibration by periodically applying electric pulses to heating resistors embedded at the cantilever base [22] . The cantilever resonates at its fundamental mechanical frequency of 380 kHz with a quality factor of approximately 1000 in air. The cantilever vibration is detected by embedded piezoresistors in a Wheatstone-bridge configuration [22] . An on-chip low-noise fully differential difference amplifier (DDA) with a gain of 30 dB amplifies the output signal of the Wheatstone bridge. The cantilever acts as the frequency-determining element in a feedback oscillation circuit, which is entirely integrated on the chip with a counter. For more details on the electronics, see [191] .
The third transducer is a thermoelectric calorimeter based on the Seebeck effect (see Section IV-B and [72] - [79] ). Here, 256 polysilicon/aluminum thermopiles connected in series are sandwiched between the dielectric membrane layers to record sorption-induced temperature variations. The generated thermovoltage is proportional to the temperature difference (mK-range). The sensor system includes two 500-m by 500-m dielectric membranes; one of them is coated with the gas-sensitive polymer, the uncoated one serves as a reference [75] , [190] . The sensing and reference thermopiles are connected in parallel to the input stage of a low-noise chopper-stabilized instrumentation amplifier on-chip (gain: 8000, bandwidth: 500 Hz) to record the temperature differences between the two membranes. The thermovoltage is translated into a digital signal on chip using a Sigma-Delta analog/digital converter and a decimation filter.
The overall system chip additionally includes a temperature sensor since volatile absorption in polymers is strongly temperature-dependent. The temperature sensor relies on the linear temperature dependence of a bipolar transistor available in the CMOS process. The voltage is converted to a digital signal using a Sigma-Delta converter. After calibration, the temperature sensor exhibits an accuracy of 0.1 K at operation temperatures between 223 and 383 K.
A micrograph of the overall system is displayed in Fig. 20 [188] . The overall chip size is 7 by 7 mm. The chip exhibits all the sensor-specific driving circuitry and signal-conditioning circuitry, which has been described in the context of the different transducers [189] . The analog/digital conversion is done on-chip, which gives a favorable signal-to-noise ratio since noisy connections are avoided and a robust digital signal is generated on chip and then transmitted to an off-chip data port via an I2C digital interface. 1 The I2C bus interface offers the additional advantage of having only very few signal lines (essentially two) for bidirectional communication and also allows for operating multiple chips on the same bus system [189] . An on-chip digital controller manages the sensor timing and the chip power budget. The sensors are located in the center of a metal frame, which is used to apply a flip-chip packaging technique [192] .
These are the fabrication steps: 1) unaltered 15-mask commercial CMOS process provided by austriamicrosystems, Unterpremstätten, Austria; 2) anisotropic potassium hydroxide etching of the membrane structures (calorimetric sensor and cantilever); 3) front-side RIE to release the cantilever; 4) polymer coating of all sensors using an airbrush method. Fig. 21 displays simultaneously recorded sensor signals of all three transducers upon exposure to 1200 and 3000 ppm of ethanol, and 1000 and 3000 ppm of toluene at 30 C [188] . The sensors were alternately exposed to analyte gas and pure carrier gas. The polymeric coating consisted of poly(etherurethane), PEUT [17] , at a thickness of approximately 4 m. Fig. 21(a) shows the measured frequency signals (Sigma-Delta converter output) of the capacitor. Ethanol exhibiting a dielectric constant of 24.5, which is larger than that of PEUT (2.9), causes a capacitance increase and hence positive frequency shifts; toluene with a dielectric constant of 2.4 causes a capacitance decrease and negative frequency shifts. Fig. 21(b) displays the cantilever response. The resonance frequency decreases with increasing oscillating mass as a consequence of volatile absorption. Ethanol shows rather low signals as compared to toluene due to its lower molecular mass and due to its lower enrichment (partitioning) in the polymeric phase. The extent of physisorption is in a firstorder approach proportional to the analyte boiling temperature (ethanol: 351 K, toluene: 360 K): the lower the boiling temperature, the less enrichment in the polymer [193] .
The calorimetric sensor response in Fig. 21 (c) represents a superposition of partitioning and heat budget change upon analyte ab/desorption. The absorbing analyte liberates heat (heat of condensation) causing a positive transient signal (positive peak), whereas the desorbing analyte abstracts vaporization heat from the environment generating a negative transient signal [negative peak upon purging; see Fig.  21(c) ]. The close-up in the upper left corner shows the time-resolved response upon 3000 ppm of toluene within the first 6 s. The condensation/vaporization heat of ethanol is larger (ethanol: 42.3 kJ/mol, toluene: 38.0 kJ/mol at 298 K) due to directional interaction in the liquid phase (compare, e.g., water), whereas polymer partitioning of toluene is stronger owing to its higher boiling point.
The signals of all three transducers linearly correlate with analyte concentration at low concentrations (less than 3% of saturation vapor pressure at the operating temperature) [193] . To further improve analyte identification/quantification, an array of microsystem chips coated with different polymers can be used.
The monolithic CMOS gas microsystem is targeted at identifying organic solvents in transport containers or providing workplace safety in, e.g., chemical industry. It will form part of a handheld or credit-card-size detection unit.
